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"Primavera" Landscape by Alvaro Peppoloni

As low as $1,700
In stock
SKU
LU654313300952

Details

Alvaro Peppoloni, is an Italian Postwar & Contemporary artist, born in 1951, who now finds his artistic sanctuary in Castel
Ritaldi, an Italian commune nestled within the Perugia province of Umbria region.

Our Gallery offers this oil painting in its original spectacular silvered frame. It is signed in the lower right corner.

For Peppoloni, the act of painting transcends mere strokes and pigments; it's a dialogue with the resonance of the soul.
Through colors, he resurrects the joys of a blissful childhood. Abstraction pulses, colors escaping the grasp of reality to
evoke the divine. This canvas unfolds as an explosion of blue and yellow leaving nature as the eternal sovereign.

Nature, an indomitable force, reigns supreme in this work, subtly hinting at the presence of a distant village or town on
the horizon. In this oil painting, harmony is paramount, and the very purpose is to rise above reality, where nature
triumphs over the urban environment. The upper part is a dance of geometric shapes, their contours firm yet never
harsh, created by the seamless interplay of neighboring colors and their shades. On the left, the discreet presence of a
forest. The lower half, however, is a fairy tale. Here, the beauty of nature unfolds, depicted in a field of blue flowers
mounted on long stems, stretching into the distance like an endless ocean, where only the blue color remains.

Peppoloni is a master of suggestion, granting us a moment of contemplation, seeking synthesis over meticulous details. It
is a moment suspended in the core of our sensitive system that he offers us, where painting defies conventional logic,
toying with the power of dreams to let us mold new universes. From Umbria's heart, he paints landscapes, colors, and
memories that evolve with the changing seasons weaving emotions and memories from his childhood.

REFERENCE NUMBER: LU654313300952
PERIOD: 21st century
CONDITION: Excellent
MEASUREMENTS: Height: 32" Width: 47" Depth: 3.5"
COUNT: 1
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MATERIAL: Oil
CREATOR: Alvaro Peppoloni


